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In 1807 David Thompson, the notable geographer and explorer, was in the
valley of the upper Columbia river. The news of Trafalgar had just arrived
and he named a prominent peak w of Lake Windermere, Mt Telson. On his
map, published seven years later, the entire area within the great loops of the
Columbia and Kootenay rivers appears as Nelson's Mountains. Today we
call the larger area to the w, the Selkirks, while that portion, seen then by
Thompson, are the Purcells.

When the Honorary Editor asked me to write some articles about the Interior
Ranges of British Columbia, my initial reaction was to accept the charge on the
thesis that such was undoubtedly my duty. pon reflection, I came to wonder
if I was thereby doing my friends-and maybe myself-any favour by adding
to the promotion that has already resulted in sufficient crowding for these
beautiful mountains. Heaven forbid the Selkirks or Purcells should grow up to
look like the Alps! In any case I accepted the charge when the first state of
mind was dominating my thought process.

Thomas Douglas was the fifth Earl of Selkirk-a cousin of the eighth Marquess
of Queensberry-and a notable figure in Canadian immigration of the early
nineteenth century. His titled name is generic in much that is ambitious and
progressive within the Dominion, and hence very fittingly applied to the
birthplace of Canadian mountaineering.

The Selkirks are basically enclosed within the great 'Bend' of the Columbia
river. The SE wing of this geologically distinct area is designated as the Purcell
Range and is the subject of a sequel to be published one year hence. Collec
tively these, plus the deservedly less popular Monashee and Cariboo Ranges,
are known as the Interior Ranges. They lie entirely within the Province of
British Columbia, w of the Continental Divide, and separated from the
Canadian Rocky Mountains by one of the great geological valleys of the world.

For the most part the bedrock on the elkirks is of substantially higher quality
than in the predominantly sedimentary Rockies, although there are obvious
exceptions to this generality in both ranges. There are three major divisions
within the overall range and each of these major divisions has numerous well
defined groups. The total extent of Alpine terrain i.s approximately 400 km
N to S, but only about 100 km in breadth.

The Selkirks are separated into the 'northern' and 'southern' portions, by the
line of the IlIecillewaet river and Rogers Pass, traversed by both the main line
of the Canadian Pacific Railroad and the Trans-Canada Highway. The north
ern Selkirks are largely domjnated by Mt Sir Sandford and the Adamant
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massif. The southern Selkirks are more varied and diffuse. Additionally, and
even farther to the s, are se eral groups, roughly enclosed between the Arrow
and Kootenay lakes.

Numerous volumes have been published dealing with portions of the Selkirks.
The earliest is that of the Rev W. S. Green in 1890. But, for mountaineers
to this date-the most comprehensive and useful is the 1914 classic by Howard
Palmer. A most useful geographic compendium was written in 1905 by Sir
A. O. Wheeler, who later collaborated with Elizabeth Parker in an elementary,
but the region's first, climbers' guide. Informative chapters are found in
Professor Coleman's volume of 191 I. However, the references and articles on
these mountains in the various mountaineering journals from this one to that of
the Varsity Outdoor Club of the niversity of British Columbia have now
reached astronomic totals.

A great variety of early accounts are to be read in Appalachia, as AMC members
from ew England vied with AC members from across the sea in the initial
trips of exploration and adventure. ~ ith the formation of the Alpine Club of
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Canada, the prime source of journal accounts naturally became focussed
therein.

The American Alpine Club, in co-operation with the Alpine Club of Canada,
publishes the authoritative Climbers Guide to the Interior Ranges of British
Columbia-now in its fifth edition; a work authored by Dr J. M. Thorington
(AC, FRG) who carried it through its first three editions. Climbers can obtain
this work through the clubs or at many mountaineering supply house.

Good highway access is not available in most portions of the elkirks, although
lumber-acces roads are far more prevalent in many of the lateral valleys than
even the mo t modern maps indicate. Good paved highways exist in the major
valley of the upper Columbia, and along Trout, Slocan and Kootenay lakes.
Attractive roads are maintained in the Columbia valley towards the Big Bend
from both up and downstream of the new Mica reek Dam.

Guide service is available; a list of all those holding the Parks Branch certifica
tion can be had from the Alpine Club of Canada. This is a tradition dating back
to the late nineteenth century when guides were brought from Switzerland
by the CPR in order to develop the mountaineering attractions of this area.
The centre of Alpinism in N America from 1890 was for a generation the
Glacier House, below Rogers Pass.

Air drops and helicopter access have come to be relied on in recent years for
approach to some of the more remote spots. Such can save many days of ar
duous bushwhacking in what is indisputably the worst combination of terrain
and vegetation in Canada. Helicopters can presently be engaged at Golden on
the E and Revelstoke to the w, generally on limited notice.

The quality of rock varies immen ely, as does the nature of Alpine challenge.
There are several granitic intrusions, two of substantial size, and a number of
lesser ones. :\Iuch of the Battle Range and some of the adjacent areas to the
wand ware composed of the largest of these intrusions, and offer some of the
greatest unclimbed challenges in Canada, the quality of the rock being com
parable to that of Yosemite. A second and smaller batholith includes most of
the Adamant, Gothics and Remillard Groups, whose northern faces are almost
totally snow-covered, with extensive southern and western faces in some cases
a mile long and often a 1000 m sheer in height. Large parts of the other groups
are dominated by the Lardeau Series of sediments, quite extensive, offering
only locally interesting faces and short routes. The Hammill Quartzite,
however, which outcrops extensively in the Selkirks near Rogers Pass, and in
the southern Purcells, is one of the most famous (albeit largely unwittingly)
among North American climbers. The peaks on both. sides of Rogers Pass are
of this, a durable, and reliable formation which outcrops extensively in this
region forming impressive face and most attractive climbing.

Glaciers are widespread, but are not dominant aspects of the mountaineering.
They mantle some slopes of all the more prominent summits, and have
featured in all the routes on a few peaks, such as Mt Sir andford, the highest.
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The greatest extent of glaciation in all the Interior Ranges is in the Premier
Range, which is the most northerly, but neve areas several miles in extent are
found in the southern Selkirks, and glaciers are found in every group of these
ranges. Without exception, though, they presently show the significant
recessi)J1 which has generally occurred around the world in this century.

The northern Selkirks can be reached in part from the highway tra ersing
Rogers Pass, and in part from the good road along the Columbia on the w. The
most popular portions of this range however, are difficult of approach, re
quiring a stimulating crossing of the Columbia ri er and one or more days of
backpacking to reach the more attractive areas of the Adamant or ir Sandford
groups. At the time of writing a vast lake is being filled on the Columbia river,
which will seriousl alter the traditional routes of access into the northern
.'elkirks as well as the adjacent j\'Ionashees.

Unclimbed summits are to be found, even yet, in these parts. ome points in
the Carnes and iVloloch Groups on the w side of the northern elkirks are yet
unclimbed by any route, although perhaps more from isolation than difficulty.

The southern Selkirks are most diffuse, but immediately of the railroad is the
classic area of N American mountaineering. Original access was via the an
adian Pacific from the icinity of Rogers Pass, but because of very stringent
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(though environmentally proper) restrictions on use of aircraft in the Glacier
National Park the very extensive areas of Glacier still require one or more days
of backpacking to reach. The scattered groups in the vicinity of the Trout and
Arrow lakes, which are of great interest to climbers in the Kootenay, are of
course, approached more readily from paved highways, mining and lumber
access roads branching out from elson.

Service and supplies can be obtained at many locations, although mountain
eering equipment is not presently sold extensively w of Banff. Trails are well
maintained in many parts of the Glacier National Park (registration is manda
tory with the warden at the height of Rogers Pass). Good maps are available
at park offices, or from the Dominion Map office at 615 Booth Street in Ottawa.

\.\ ell-equipped Alpine huts, maintained mostly by the Alpine Club of Canada,
are to be found at several locations. Fair Meadow, at 2130 m on the side of
the Adamant Group, is the most luxurious, with magnificent views of the
Rockies and running water in the kitchen. The Great Cairn, N of Mt Sir
Sand ford is of massive masonry, but has a capacity of only six, half that of
Fairy Meadow, from which it i but one da 's hike. The Wheeler hut below
Rogers Pass is the largest of all, but unhappily located in forest near the high
way. At Glacier Circle near the Dawson Group the cabin was originally built
in 1922, but was completely renovated in the summer of 1972 and now is well
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equipped for ten, and most congenial. The Hermit hut, N of Rogers Pass and
Sapphire Col shelter E of Mt Bonney are more primitive, and the user should
not count on anything but shelter. The Kootenay Mountaineering Club has
in recent years built a small cabin above the headwall of Mulvey Creek in the
Valhallas and greatly rehabilitated the old mining camp at Slocan Chief, in
Kokanee Park. In addition, there are some out-of-the-way cabins in most
unlikely spots, built by trappers and miners some of which are still used at
times by their original builders. The author has his own secret list. The British
Columbia Forest Service maintains Ranger stations at many locations where
current and reliable information is readily given on access roads and trails;
the unfamiliar visitor would do well to call on them.

Most visitors to these ranges are perforce fully equipped for timberline or snow
camping; and most parties going into these ranges use tents, which they take
pains to locate in areas less prone to mosquitoes. These last, in concert with the
notorious Devil's Club (echinopanax horridus) are the most persistent draw
backs to travel, though some would place the slide alder and the bulldog fly in
this list also.

Climbs of a very high standard have been commonplace in this range for
generations. The difficulties of access have delayed the opening of many areas,
thus spacing out the more noteworthy climbs. During the 18gos several routes
were done on Mt Sir Donald, though that which is today the most popular
the NW an~te-waiteduntil Ig03, and new routes are even now contemplated
on the largely unnoticed E face. Howard Palmer made three unsuccessful
attempts in as many years to attain Mt Sir Sandford, finally completing the
climb in Ig12 with the aid of Swiss guides. Forty-one years later David Michael
led a second route on this peak of dramatically less difficulty and danger. The
spectacular E ridge withstood three attempts, finally being completed in Ig68,
fifteen years after the first, and more routes are even now discussed.

The first ascent of Mt MacDonald is clouded in the anonymity of the I880s and
railroad construction employees; but in Ig65 the ubiquitous Fred Beckey made
one of the new and extremely high standard routes on its precipitous N face.

Although Dominion survey parties reached the fringes of the Battle Range in
the 18gos, it was not until Ig47 that any mountaineers were able to penetrate
the bush to the central massif, when Andy Kauff'man led a party, after an
extremely arduous approach from the S, to reach the summit of its highest peak.
It was fitting, therefore, that 25 years later he helped organise and lead the
party to that same massif which put the first sixth class (multi-day) very hard
climb on the 2700-ft W wall of Mt Moby Dick; the first such route in the
entire Selkirks.

In the lakes groups of the Selkirks, climbing has been done for half a century,
but often by those from distant areas. That which is now Kokanee Park was
visited by climbers as early as Ig10. In recent years, residents ofthese parts have
partaken of much higher standard climbs, tackling impressive faces with
notable success.
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By and large, though, this remains an area of expeditioning, bush and glacier
travel. Lengthy traverses are the rule, and with the increasing availability of
light-weight foods, much more feasible for the party with limited time. The
basic routes, access and facilities are extant and knowledge of the possibilities
readily available. However, sufficient variety and challenge remains, though
some restraint is necessary in order to retain the primitive nature of these
mountains which are still their prime attraction.
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